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Welcome to Ally! We’re thrilled you’re here. Whether  
you’re brand new to OKRs or have been using them for  
years, it’s important you understand what they mean to 
us at Ally and how we envision you using them to drive 
organizational success.

So, first things first: 

What are OKRs?
OKR stands for Objectives and Key Results. It’s a goal  
setting process that allows businesses to solve for the 
following 2 questions:

Welcome to Ally
Setting the Foundation for Success

Objectives are simply  
what you and your team want  
to accomplish.

Key Results describe how you will measure your success  
in accomplishing these goals. We’ll get into the details later, 
but essentially you’ll end up with goals that look like this:

Objective: Build a best-in-class company culture in  
order to attract and retain the top talent.

Key Results: 
 • Increase employee satisfaction survey score average 

 from 7/10 to 8/10

 • Increase ratio of positions filled internally to 
 externally from 30% to 50%

 • Increase percentage of participation in exit  
 interviews from 50% to 90% and track top 3 sources 
 of employee dissatisfaction

01

Where do I want to go?

How will I know I’m getting there?

1

2
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Great! Now your next question is probably, 

Why have OKRs led to success for so many companies?
OKRs are a famous goal-setting methodology created by 
Andy Grove, former president of Intel, and later popularized 
by John Doerr in his book Measure What Matters. The 
whole idea is that teams perform better when they focus 
on outcomes, not procedure. OKRs are so effective, that 
they’ve now been adopted by industry-leading giants like 
Google, Microsoft, Twitter, Amazon, and thousands of other 
organizations across the world.

So why are they so great? OKRs work because they get 
everyone in an organization tracking to the same goals. They 
offer focus, alignment, tracking, and transparency. They also 
allow companies to stay agile while still stretching toward 
ambitious goals.  

This playbook will show you how to unlock those benefits  
of OKRs so your team can focus on business objectives,  
not process. 

The Prep Work:
Before you begin, let’s make sure a secure foundation  
is laid for your OKR program. Do these four things to set 
your program up for success:

1. Solidify executive and HR sponsorship. When leaders 
support the OKR program, they assist in change 
management and drive alignment throughout 
the organization to track towards high-level goals. 
When OKRs are aligned, they help your organization 
accomplish larger goals by providing transparency into 
every level of effort that creates success. Key leaders 
also can contribute to a culture of accountability and 
retrospection by visibly modeling and championing the 
OKR program.

2. Identify an OKR Champion. OKR champions spearhead 
the rollout, adoption, and use of an OKR program 
within a company. They’re superusers of Ally, and can 
understand and communicate the ins and outs of OKRs 
(or at least, they will after reading this playbook!). 
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REMEMBER ABOVE ALL ELSE:

Change takes time. Set the expectation that 
perfection isn’t the immediate goal—progress 
is. Once setting, measuring, and reviewing OKRs 
becomes ingrained in your organization’s day-to-
day, then you can focus on getting all the details 
of this new process perfect. 

3. Get cultural buy-in. Your organization will achieve  
great things if everyone’s on board, marching toward  
the same goals. Getting there involves helping  
everyone understand the benefits of an OKR program, 
and what they can expect from the process. Schedule 
trainings, field questions, and commit to ongoing 
educational opportunities for all employees.

4. Establish a new rhythm of business. We recommend 
OKRs be set on a quarterly basis so teams can remain  
nimble and focused on the short-term initiatives that  
must be accomplished. Then, get in the habit of setting 
weekly check-ins to measure and discuss OKRs. This 
will create accountability and encourage organizational 
adoption of your OKR program.

In the meantime, let’s look at how to use this playbook  
to get your OKR program up and running. 
 
How to use this playbook
This is a guide for OKR champions and leaders to help 
create a successful OKR program. It encompasses the basics 
of rollout, OKR writing, the Ally software, and best practices 
for your program. Throughout the guide, we’ll include 
helpful tips and additional resources for you to continue 
your learning. We’ve also compiled those additional 
resources at the end of the guide for your reference. 
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Now that you understand what OKRs are, why they matter, 
and have done the prep work to set the stage for your 
program, it’s time to start putting all the pieces in place. In 
this section, we’ll walk you through the rollout and set-up  
process of your OKR program. 

We know it may be tempting to skip ahead and get to the 
fun part — the actual writing of OKRs — but we know from 
experience the importance of a thoughtful initial execution 
of an OKR program. We’ll cover the big-picture decisions 
that need to take place first, from defining your team to 
choosing your rollout plan. Then, we’ll show you how to 
get your organization set up in Ally so that when the time 
comes, you’ll be ready to hit the ground running. 

Define your team. 
Much like an orchestra, a successful OKR rollout requires 
a solid team working together in concert to have a great 
performance. These are your key OKR team members and 
their responsibilities:

Strategic Rollout
Getting Started

 •  OKR Champion: 
   Spearheads the adoption 
   of the OKR framework within   
   an organization, communicating its value,  
   and driving progress from the top.

  • Ally Admin: Manages the implementation process  
   and handles all administrative settings within the  
   Ally software.

 • Technical Contact: Helps with software integrations,   
   sign-on decisions, permissions, security, and other   
   technical questions.

  • Individual Team Members: Individual employees  
   within a company, sometimes with direct ownership 
   of Key Results, other times simply observers to   
   organization goals.

 • Team Leadership: Team leaders — from C-level 
   executives and senior leadership to directors and 
   department managers — that generally own Objectives 
   and goals for the company. 

02
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Depending on the size and structure of your organization, 
you may also tap someone to take on these additional roles: 

 • Ally Owner: Organizational level-setting and decisions.

 • Executive Stakeholder: Showcases the company’s 
   vision behind the move to OKRs, making sure they stay  
   top of mind in leadership and company meetings.

 • Change Team Owner: An internal or external person  
   in charge of leading an organization through a  
   period of change.

 • OKR Trainer: In charge of training all employees  
   about OKRs.

 

Determine your rollout plan.
Eventually, the goal is to have your OKR program rolled out 

across your entire organization. However, we recommend 
easing into it with a pilot program. The benefits of a pilot 
program are two-fold: first, you’ll quickly learn how the 
methodology works within your organizational culture and 
gain insight into the challenges and opportunities. Second, 
your pilot group can act as an example for the rest of the 
organization. Their success in achieving their objectives will 
serve as a motivator for more groups to get on board. 

Here are three ways to roll out your OKR program: 

1. Small Business Pilot Group: for companies with 25 
employees or less, rolling out company-wide programs 
from the top-down is definitely doable. However, we still 
recommend starting small. Here’s how it goes:

a. Rather than trying to transfer every company goal, 
project, and KPI into the OKR framework, keep the 
number of Objectives on the lower end (3) and limit 
your goals to only the most crucial items. 

b. Then, once your team is more comfortable with the 
process, you can expand the program to encompass 
more goals. 

Note: In smaller companies, these key roles often 
overlap. For example, the OKR Champion may also  
be a senior leader, or the Ally Admin also handles 
technical implementation. That’s great, as long as 
everyone is clear about their roles and responsibilities. 
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2. Leadership Only Pilot Group: One of the most popular ways  
to roll out an OKR program is from the top-down. The benefit 
of going this route is that leadership is fully behind the 
program, and OKRs are very well aligned. Here’s how it goes:

a. In the first quarter, OKRs are set by the executive  
team. Because OKRs are transparent in nature, the entire 
organization will have visibility into these goals.

b. Throughout that first quarter, a weekly cadence for 
check-ins is set as an example, and meeting agendas are 
structured around measurement of OKRs.

c. After a successful first quarter, Team Managers are trained. 
They develop their OKRs, which are aligned with the senior 
leadership team. 

d. Lastly, after another quarter or two, Team Managers expand 
their Key Results to include individuals team members.

3. Department Pilot Group: Another popular rollout  
method is for one individual department or group (for  
example, the marketing or IT department, or a product  
engineering team) to do a top-to-bottom rollout  
involving team managers and individual employees. Here’s 
how it goes:
a. With formal or informal support of upper management, 

the group adopts a weekly cadence for check-ins for 1 to 
2 quarters, experimenting with what works and making 
agile changes. Along the way, team managers report back 
to management regarding successes, challenges, and 
recommendations.

b. Once the individual department and management is 
comfortably in a rhythm, a training plan is formulated to 
roll out OKRs to the rest of the organization. 

No matter which type of pilot program you choose, it’s  
important to find out what works best for your organization.  
Be patient, as it usually takes a few quarters to get 
comfortable with change. Soon, though, you will get into a 
solid rhythm and your OKR program will grow and mature 
naturally alongside your organization. 

BIG BANG THEORY

While we often subscribe to a “crawl-walk-run” 
approach to pilot your OKR program, mature 
companies that can efficiently and effectively lead the 
organization through change often launch all at once.  
 
The advantage of this “Big Bang” approach is that 
companies are able to leverage the momentum of 
the initial kickoff, and realize the benefits of OKRs 
more quickly across the entire organization. However, 
this approach often requires more resources, and 
thus is most successful when company leadership is 
fully bought in, communication is clear, and rollout is 
supported by the Ally Customer Success, Training, and 
Strategic Services teams.
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Get Set Up
As your organization’s Ally administrator*, you have a  
special role. Before your organization can start writing 
OKRs, you will set the groundwork. With direct access to 
the Ally dashboard, you own the customized settings of 
the Ally software and determine how to best apply them 
for maximum efficiency for your organization. 

Let’s take a quick look at the key sections of the Admin 
Dashboard. For more detailed information on these,  
check out the Ally Administrator Training content in our 
Learning Center.
 
Settings
One of your first tasks will be inviting everyone into Ally. 
We make it easy with different user types and invite 
methods. Note that the user type of “observers” gets the 
benefits of transparency and alignment, without the full 
functionality of creating, editing, or owning OKRs. This can 
be helpful in allowing folks to engage with OKRs at the 

*Not Admin? Feel free to skip ahead to the next section!

corporate level without having to manage them at a more 
granular level. For example, a retail store manager could be 
assigned observer status, giving them visibility into corporate 
goals without having to set them for their individual store.

Within the admin settings tab, you’ll also be able to 
determine the policy for tags. These allow you to categorize 
your goals into different buckets that you can use later to 
filter your OKRs in a report. (see sidebar)

BEST PRACTICE FOR TAG USE

The flexibility is endless with tags! They can align 
with goals, teams, or projects, making reporting 
navigation and use much easier. However, they 
can also get a bit messy if there’s no strategy for 
avoiding duplication. For example, one user may 
create a “marketing” tag, while another is using a 
“marketingteam” tag, and a third is using “mktg.” 
That’s not going to be helpful when trying to pull a 
marketing report, which is why we recommend that 
Admins create and manage tags.

Learn more about tags here. 

https://learn.ally.io
https://help.ally.io/en/articles/2620794-tags
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Users
You’ll manage users and their status within your 
organization on this page of the dashboard. It gives you an 
overview of user details like name, role, contact information, 
and manager. This list can be exported if needed. You can 
also invite new users from this page, or resend invitations  
to those who need another nudge to join. 

Teams
This page on the dashboard gives you an overview of your 
organizational structure. You can add or edit teams and 
their members here. Make sure this aligns with your org 
chart and is kept up to date. Even when teams are archived, 
they will still show up here under the “Archived” status, so 
you never lose your history.

Notifications
Reminders help make updating OKRs a habit for your  
team and therefore drive adoption of your OKR program. 
We’ll cover best practices for notifications in Section 5 of  
this guide. 

Integrations
We’ll dive deeper into integrations in Section 5 of this guide. 
For now, just know this is where you’ll go to set  
up an integration with your favorite third-party software. 
 
OKRs & Projects
Projects are the tactical outputs (the work being done) that  
result from working toward your strategic outcomes (key  
results). You will set the preferences for shared OKRs &  
Projects, the OKR workflow, and the progress roll up  
default for projects. 

As Ally continues to roll out new features, they’ll show up 
here in your dashboard with all the customization settings 
you need to make them work best for your organization.

OUT OF OFFICE? NO PROBLEM!

The Work on Behalf feature lets you 
temporarily perform specific tasks on behalf 
of another user. For example, if you’re closing 
out your OKRs for the quarter, but a critical 
employee is out on vacation, you can log in, 
Work on their Behalf to close out their OKRs, 
and then log back out.
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to overcome those hurdles. 
The answers to these questions 
will become your objectives.

We recommend 3-5 objectives (company, team, or 
personal) that are committed or aspirational.

 •  Committed: these are goals that will be achieved. 
   Resources and schedules should be adjusted to make 
   sure they get done. 

 •  Aspirational: these are ambitious stretch goals  
   that may be more challenging to reach, but have a 
   great payoff.

Key Result
The key result is the “how”—how are you going to get 
there? These are not open to interpretation. They’re clear, 
measurable, and directly owned by the person responsible. 

Now that your team is in place, your rollout is planned, and 
your settings are customized in Ally, it’s time for you and 
your team to start writing OKRs! Incorporating these best 
practices can help you focus, align, prioritize, and measure 
the work your organization is doing—all with the goal of 
accomplishing your mission and achieving your vision. 

But sometimes, writing clear, measurable OKRs is easier  
said than done. Thankfully, we’ve got you covered with  
some guidance to make the process a little easier. First,  
let’s break down what an OKR actually is—piece by piece.

Objective 
An objective is the “where”—where do I want to go? You 
may also ask yourself what meaningful action you want 
to accomplish, or what exciting projects you want to take 
on. Challenge yourself to push beyond “business as 
usual.” Consider what’s preventing you, your team, or your 
organization from achieving success, and what you can do  

Crafting Great OKRs
Best Practices for Crafting Great OKRs

03
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There should be 3-5 key results under each objective. They’ll 
most commonly be a measurable metric, though in some 
cases could be a milestone.

 •  Metric (a number): these key results will track specific 
   quantitative outcomes that are designed to gauge 
   success on an objective

 •  Milestone (% complete): these are broader outcomes 
   which can be measured by the relative completion  
   percentage of the goal

Tip! Your Key Results Should Always Pass the  
“Necessary And Sufficient” Test: 

1. Are all the key results necessary to achieve your 
objective? If not, spend more time refining them to be 
more relevant and measurable. 

2. If you accomplish all of the key results, will you have 
achieved your objective? If not, then spend more time 
defining stronger (not necessarily additional) key results.

Follow the Formula
When writing objectives use this formula: 
 Verb + what you’re going to do + so that/in order to
 Example: Increase employee engagement in order to  
  increase job satisfaction

When writing key results, use this formula: 
 Verb + what you’re going to measure + from “x to y”
 Example: Increase attendance at company event  
  from 350 to 500 people

    *Formula credit: Paul Niven

BEST PRACTICE FOR OKRs

One common mistake we see when people first start 
out with OKRs is trying to use Ally as their to-do 
list. This results in too many tasks masquerading as 
KRs, with delivery-oriented language like “Ship,” 
“Deliver,” or “Implement.” If you see this language 
sneaking into your KRs, use Projects instead! 
Projects represent the work you or your organization 
need to complete in order to achieve the key results 
that have been set. 

Learn more about Projects here. 

https://help.ally.io/en/articles/4224975-what-are-projects
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Always Remember
Your OKRs should be:

 •  Measurable. OKRs are all about metrics—by setting 
   measurable key results, you’ll be able to assess the 
   progress of your initiatives, and understand whether 
   you achieved your goals.

 •  Actionable. When you create a new objective, it is   
   with the understanding that you possess the means 
   to realize it. OKRs can generate cross-functional 
   coordination, but your objectives should primarily 
   be within your control.

 •  Transparent. The OKR framework is more than goal 
   setting; it’s a framework that requires a cultural shift to  
   tear down traditional silos and instead, foster a culture of 
   transparency, where all goals are open, and progress is 
   viewable by everyone.

 •  Ambitious. By setting stretch goals, you push 

   boundaries and accomplish more.

Check out these OKR templates and OKR examples!

https://ally.io/okr-templates/
https://ally.io/okr-examples/
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04The 4 C’s
The 4 C’s for a Top Notch OKR Program

Some things are easier to grasp when we can get  
our hands on them. Play around in our “sandbox”  
demo account to see how it all comes together—
without worrying about making a mess of things!

1. Cascade With Ally,  
goals cascade from the top  
to the bottom of the organization  
so everyone’s marching toward the same 
big goals. At the top sits company goals that everyone 
will work toward. These high-level goals flow down into 
departments, teams, and ultimately, to the individual.

When goals are clearly laid out, individuals know exactly 
how and what they’re expected to contribute, and by when. 
This promotes ownership of their piece of the business and 
motivates individuals to move the business forward without 
any hand holding. In Ally, you can also see the OKRs of 
other members of your organization, so you know who’s 
accountable for what. This transparency is key to ensuring  
the program is effective.

Now that you’re familiar with writing OKRs, let’s take a  
look at how it all comes together in the Ally software.  
The 4 C’s (cascade, create, check in, and close) will help  
you structure your OKR program in a way that helps  
ensure success and adoption. 

https://okrsandbox.ally.io/organizations/14853/objectives?tab=0&flatListView=false&time_period_id=121311
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2. Create
Adding an OKR couldn’t be easier! Enter the annual  
or quarterly goal you wish to achieve, and then  
choose where in the company it’s happening (at the 

organization, team, or individual level), and  
who’s responsible for its success.  

Let’s take a look at some examples:

Ally lets you easily visualize your organization’s goals.
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Marketing
Objective: Improve end-to-end sales process to improve 
closing rate 

Key Results: 
 •  Execute 6 targeted lead campaigns

 •  Acquire 950 new MQLs for sales

 •  Drive $10M in marketing-generated pipeline

 •  Create 4 top of funnel pieces of collateral for sales 

Sales
Objective: Streamline sales pipeline in order to help our  
AEs work more efficiently  

Key Results: 
 •  Reduce sales cycle from 35 to 24 days

 •  Increase quota attainment by rep from 60% to 78%

 •  Increase SQL win rate from 40% to 56%

Product/Engineering
Objective: Deliver a “must have” product in order to delight 
customers and grow our user base 

Key Results: 
•  Increase our NPS score from 40 to 50 

•  Increase daily active users (DAUs) from 1,200 to 1,500

•  Launch mobile version of the product and drive 1,000 
 downloads

Finance
Objective: Improve bookkeeping and accounting operations 
in order to provide timely and error-free financial results

Key Results: 

•  Reduce time to complete final month-end numbers from 
 15 days to 10 days

•  Ensure 100% of customer purchase data is synchronized 
 between Salesforce and Stripe

•  Reduce average number of required changes to month 
 end financials after close from 4.1 to 1.5

OKR EXAMPLES
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3.  Check In
You’re doing great work — so make it known with Check Ins! 
We make it second-nature to update Results so you, your 
team, and your leaders have an accurate pulse-check on  
goal status. There are three ways to check in with Ally: 

I. Check in right in Ally. Manually check in within your Ally 
account. You’ll be able to enter your progress, the status, 
and an optional note for each check in. You’ll also have a 
record of all activity for that OKR, so you can keep  
track of progress over time. 
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II. Integrate with tools you’re already using. 
Update your OKRs inside the collaboration tools  
you already use on a day-to-day basis, like Slack  
or Microsoft Teams.
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III. Allow for updates to automatically flow 
from other tools. Connect with Salesforce, Jira, 
or other data integrations for direct, automatic 
updates to your OKRs. 
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4. Close
Closing and scoring your OKRs is how you ultimately 
determine how close you came to achieving your goals.  
For now, though, let’s stay focused on implementing  
the program.

When you’re ready, you can take a look at our help 
page for further details on how to score and close 
your OKRs.

https://help.ally.io/en/articles/1796003-scoring-and-closing-okrs
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Business Rhythm
Take it to the Next Level

05

This is where we really start to see the transformational 
power of OKRs. These advanced features and best practices 
will take your OKR program to the next level. They’ll help 
deeply root the OKR methodology into the DNA of your  
organization by bringing Ally into your day-to-day work. 
 
Streamline and Simplify with Integrations
One of the advantages of using Ally to manage your OKRs 
is the series of integrations built right into your account. 
These allow you to seamlessly update your OKRs through 
an existing program in your workflow. Keep your daily work 
directly connected to your goals, so you can stay on track 
and move your business forward. Integrations are:

•  Easy. Connect with 
 popular third party software 
 with just 2 clicks.

•  Consistent. Maintain a consistent “source of truth”  
 so your data always comes from the same location. 

•  Automatic. You don’t even need to log in to Ally to update  
 your OKRs. Connect with data software—like Salesforce or  
 Jira—and have your progress roll up automatically.

•  Seamless. Integrations are native, so no additional  
 pricey software is needed.
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Dozens of Integrations at your Fingertips
There are dozens of programs to choose from. 
Integration offerings fall into four major categories: 
collaboration, data, authentication, and HRIS.

See our full list of integrations offered with Ally here. 

The quality and thoughtfulness behind something as 
simple as the integration with Slack spoke volumes 
to me about Ally.io. For example, when you comment 
in the Ally.io platform a notification comes into Slack. 
This has really helped keep people interested in the 
platform because...it was in their normal framework 
and workflow.” 

—Arthur Jacquiau-Chamski, 
 COO and co-founder of SparkMeter

Notifications
Reminders help make updating OKRs a habit for your team 
and therefore drive adoption of your OKR program. In a 
perfect world, every employee consistently checks in on 
their OKRs, but we know from experience that sometimes  
it takes a little nudge. 

You can set a custom check-in rhythm for users within your 
organization to send reminders via Slack, Teams, in the 
Ally app for iOS or Android, or as an email. Teams can also 
personalize their settings to receive notifications when and 
where they need them.

Learn more about check-in notifications. 

5 MOST POPULAR INTEGRATIONS

https://ally.io/integrations/
https://help.ally.io/en/articles/2377894-check-in-reminders-and-notifications
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Keep a close eye on progress with Dashboards. Ready to review it with your team or leadership? J 
ust click “present” —no PowerPoint needed.

Dashboards
Spend less time preparing for meetings and more time on 
work that matters. Dashboards automatically gather OKR 
progress and contextual data from other tools so you can 
always be prepared to present a real-time status update 

on your goals. Now you can drive meaningful discussions, 
address issues faster, and keep your team engaged in the 
bigger picture. 
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Learn more about the advanced software 
features included in Ally.

Projects
Drive collaboration and prioritize your work. Projects let you 
manage the activities and deliverables you undertake all in 
one place. See what’s going well and what needs to get done 
in order to drive the progress of an objective or key result.

Objective Explorer
Dive deep into the OKR activity at every level of your 
organization. Easy to run reports give you actionable insights 
in seconds. Now you can analyze OKR activity and address 
any roadblocks to success early on. 

https://learn.ally.io/advanced-ally-software-features
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Learning Center
Our learning center contains a wealth of on-demand 
information, from online courses and step-by-step guides to 
PDF downloads and how-to videos. Follow our learning paths 
tailored for different roles or delve into our whole course 
catalog.

Help Center
Here you’ll find answers to frequently asked questions,  
advice on best practices within the system, and technical  
assistance to make your OKR program run smoothly.

Blog
Our OKR experts share their tips, tricks, and words of caution 
that will help you get the most out of your OKR program. We 
also share news about Ally features and updates, and things 
to look out for within the industry. 

06More Resources
Keep Learning

OKR Examples 
Draw inspiration from  
examples written by OKR veterans. 
We break out an extensive list of well-written 
OKRs across 9 different functional groups (including the 
C-suite) and multiple seniority levels. 

OKR Templates
Looking for more inspiration? Our OKR Templates bring you 
into the “Ally Universe” to show you exactly how  
best-in-class OKRs align across the organization, team,  
and department levels.

Ally.io Strategic Services Group
Ally offers workshops, multi-month coaching engagements, 
and on-demand support to help your organization achieve 
its objectives, faster.

https://learn.ally.io
https://help.ally.io/en/
https://ally.io/blog/
https://ally.io/okr-examples/
https://ally.io/okr-templates/
https://ally.io/services/
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